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ABSTRACT example of how the formalism is applied, the
distribution will be Keneraced for an input

A formalism is presented for KeneracinK parameter in a performance-assessment model
probability distributions of parIters used in currently used to estimate compliance with 10
performance-assessment modeling. The formalism tFR 60.113(a)(2), 1 commonly known as the ground
i8 used when data are either sparse or nonexis- water travel time criterion.
tent. The appropriate distribution is a
function of the known or estimated constraints FOPJ4ALISH
and is chosen co maximize a quantity known as
Sherman's informational entropy. The formalism The formalism starts by defining all Chs
ii applied to a parameter used in performance- input parameters of the performance-assessment
assessment modeling. The functional form of the model as random variables. The definition is
model that defines the parameter, data from the intended to illustrate a simple but fundamental
actual field site, and naCural analog data are point: no unique value of any input parameter
analyzed to estimate the constraints. A beta exists. The definition also provides a basis
probability distribution of the example for defining uncertainty in a random variable as
parameter is generated after finding four a function of the probability distribution of
constraints, the variable.

The next step in the formalism requires
INTRODUCTION defining chs uncertainty in a random variable as

H, Sherman's Informaclonal antropy,Z
Estimates of compliance with regulatory

criteria are often based on Monte Carlo n

¢lmulation, a process which requires chat the H - -Z Pi In Pi (1)
distribution of che model input parameters be i-1
specified. For many of the parameters there ats
sparse data available. For ions parIterI where Pi is the probability of an outcome of a
there are often no data available. Sparse or random variable that can be realized in n
nonexistent data leads to uncertainty in the different ways. In other words, If the
choice of appropriate distributions for Chs probability density of a random variable is

known, the entropy, or uncertainty, of the
performanco-assessment model input parameters.
Thi" '_er presents a formalism that can be used stochastic process describing the variable fs
to generate the probability distributions of che quantity H. It should be noted chat the
model parameters when statistical procedures are uncertainty H, as defined in equation 2, ts a
either inappropriate or meaningless. The dis- function of the probability distribution of chs
tributions generated by applying the formalism random variable. There are a number of

qualitative interpretations of the quantity H:
are models of th_ analyst's uncertainty. AB an information, state of knowledge, ignorance, and

"This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy (US DOE), Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management, Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project, under
Contract _DE-AC04- 76DP00789.
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confidence. These are often difficult concepts The distributions in equations 3 through 6
to quantify. Within the formalism, M is a are known as the uniform, exponential, normal,
quantity representative of the concepts just and beta distributions, respectively, and the
stated, exponential terms, a and _, in equation 6 are

functions of the expected value and the standard
When, as fs often the case, the probability deviation. 5 These four equations complete the

density of the random variable is net known, the formalism.
assumption is made chat of ali the possible
distributions, the distribution that maximizes lt The objective of the formalism is co
subject to a set of plausible constraints, is generate distributions that describe the
the most appropriate. This last assumption is likelihood of an outcome that is constrained or
known as the Maximum Entropy Formalism.: The consistent with the analyst's beliefs and yet
adoption of the Maximum Entropy Formalism is nec allows the analyst to remain maximally
uncontroversial. What are possibly the best noncommitted. In other words, a probability
discussions of the criticisms are found in the statement about au input parameter should
work of Jaynes hiaself.t reflect the analyst's state of knowledge about

that parameter, lncludin& the analyst's
The next step in the forr_lism follows a uncertainties.

recommendation by liarr. 5 Define the possible
elements of C for any random variable ( as There are three very fundamental

assumptions in the formalism. The first, is
C - {a, b, E[(]*, ni(I*} (2) that for all practical purposes, any set of

repeated observations follows a random
where a and b represent the range of ( and the distribution. That is, we can never predict the
estimates of the expectation and dispersion of future, only _he likelihood of an occurrence.
the process, E[_]* and ai(]*, respectively, are The second assumption, given by equation 1, is
required co be hypotheses that are plausible and that ali information available to us is also
testable. Plausible simply means that rbe accompanied by a measureable amount of
estimate must be consistent with and constrained ignorance. The third assumption, implicit in
by the information available about (. Testable equations 3 through 6, is that of all the
means statistically testable. That is, one statements we could make about our ignorance,
could actually obtain data and compare the the one that maximizes the quantity H is so
statistical moments of the data with the compelling that all others are excluded. In the
estlmaCes. Equation 2 deflne_ four possible next s6ctlon, the applicability of the formalism
pieces of information. For each parameter (, is demonstrated. The validity of the formalism,
the analyst must determine how many of the four given the metaphysical character of the

are actually available, underlying assumptions, is left as an exercise
Co the reader.

Depending on which elements of C, the set
of constraints are known, there is a APPLICATION

distribution function that maximizes ligiven C.5
As an example of how the formalism is

P(() - I/(b - a) ; C - {a,b} (3) applied, consider the model that follows. The
model

P(_)- Cl/E[_!*)•"((/v[(]*); (4) sc_)- (I- s,)[I/Cl + 1_4,1,_)1c_" z1:_+ s, (7)

C - LE[(]*} describes the desacuration of a porous medium as
a function of suction potential _. Each of the

[ ,)v21 s.. i, ,,,..-,d b,•P(() - 1/o[(]*(2 random variable. For our example we viii
generate a probability density function of n.

• xp r[-(_ - EL_,,)2/2(o[_j,)2j ,;r r'1 "I For one particular hydrostratlgraphic unit
at Yucca Mountain, NevadaU a single rock sample

C - {El(I*, o[(]*} (5) exists. Measurements of saturation at various
potentials were taken and equation 7 _as fit to
the data. A value of 1.50 for n was determined

- L<:+#. l)ll:l#l(b- a)(a+#+l)J
to be representative of that sample;. The unit
is a bedded tuff. Inspection of the
representative values of the parameter for other

(( . a)_(b . ()_ . bedded cuffs described Iu the reference gives no
' reason to believe that any other value fs

better. That is, 1.50 is a plausible value for
c = {a,b,E[(]*, .[_]*} (6)



n. Th,_re is no reason not to define the of dispersion - the probability density function
estimate of expectation of n as P(n) that maximizes the quantity H is the

distribution given by equation 6, the beta
E[n]* - 1.50 . distribution. Using the formulas in either

Hart s or Kaplan and Yarrington 6 to find the
lm _sre i_ot_aatlon avail_le in addition coefficients, a and _, the beta probability

to the representative value that can be used to density function of n can be obtained
constrain a model of our uncertainty/ as to the (Figure 2). lt is lmportan_ to note that no
distribution of n? Inspection of equation 7 assumption about the shape of the distribution
yields constraints on the range of n. Values of in made during the analysis. The form of the
n less than or equal to 1.0 are inconsistent distribution is a consequence of the assumptions
with the physical meaning of the modal. If n 18 about the set of constraints C.
1.0, the exponent is 0 and the modal says the

! ' ,
medium will not dasaturate no m_,tter how great i
the suction. For values of n less than l.0,
saturations are greater than 1.0, rho defined
maximum of the physical process. As n increases
the function is asymtotic with l0 being, for ali
practical purposes, the largest value n can take _
and influence the model prediction. At this c
point there are now three pisces of quantitative
information about the parameter n: au expected
value of 1.50, a minimum value of 1.0, and a
_Lximum value of 10.0.

Is there additional information that would J J I
provide an estimate of the dispersion of n? t.0 2.0 3.0
Values of n for a wide variety of natural '
materials mre tabulated in the literature. The
coefficient of variation of n, the ratio of the n
standard deviation to the mean, is plotted FIGURE 2 BETA PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF N
versus the mean for twelve soil classes m in (THE FIGURE HAS BEEN TRUNCATED
Figure 1. The highest value of the coefficient BECAUSE THE PROBABILITY OF VALUES

G&EATE&THAN 3.0 IS VIRTUALLY ZERO).

.25_ _ , i CONCLUSION

.20_- •
The exercise Just completed demonstrates

the application of the formalism. The
_- .15" probability distribution of n ii obviously not ac
_" • distribution of the sampled data. There was
> only one datum. The probability distribution ofU .lO"

OO_O 0 n is a model that describes the likelihood ofsampling values of n, given our uncertainty
.05--O • associated with the sampled datum and subject to

• the constraints we believe are reasonable on n.

0 _ [ 0 J The formalism is equally applicable to any
1.0 2.0 3.0 performance-assessment parameter. If used, the

assumptions underlying any distribution are
unambiguously stated and the set of cor_traints

E [_] are verifiable.
FIGURE 1 COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION, CV, PLOTTED

AGAINST THE EXPECTED VALUE OF N, E iN l,
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